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Abstract— The notion of sustainability is gaining more 

attention across the whole world, thereby serving as a 

predictor of future economic gain. Emerging technologies like 

Digital Twins (DT) could help meet Circular Economy 

objectives such as the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

Although using a framework to develop DT is widespread, it is 

often not directly suited to answer the information 

requirement that the stakeholders desire fully. Shortcomings in 

design are therefore discovered to late when the concept of the 

Twin is already implemented. As such, this paper aims to 

provide a requirement-based framework for designing a 

sustainable Digital Twin that satisfies several parties involved 

in its conception and use. The proposed framework is therefore 

designed on the one hand to filter out the most valuable 

information requests for the stakeholders. On the other hand, 

the design requests are turned in the design phase to 

recommendations for the outlaying of the architectural 

implementation. This is shown as an example application for 

an e-bike with different stakeholders involved. Therefore, the 

use case features five different stakeholder groups with their 

own information request to show how these influence the final 

setup of such a twin. The proposed framework lays the path 

for improving the current lifecycle assessment while ensuring 

the optimization of Digital Twin design flexibility and therefore 

its application for a variety of different products. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The current product usage leads globally more and more 

to a massive production of waste. Therefore, the question of 

product life prolonging techniques and measurements is on 

an all-time high. Especially in the context of Circular 

Economy, the condition assessment of products is a 

frequently mentioned topic.  

Sustainable consumption and production are also 

important topics for society and ecology in general 

regarding the increasing world population [1]. Furthermore, 

the UN defined 17 sustainability goals in order to accelerate 

environmental and socially friendly usage of resources and 

products [2]. However, in order to apply the measurements 

detailed information about a product’s current state, product 

life and usage are required. For example, the correct 

assessment of a product’s condition is needed to decide, if a 

product can be used further or if the manufacturing of a new 

product would be more beneficial. This is where Digital 

Twins can come into usage; digital counterparts of physical 

products which can be used to monitor its state and optimize 

its usage. However, it is not simply sufficient to just monitor 

a product randomly. In order to gain the most out of a 

Digital Twin, its usage and functionality should be 

determined before implementing the potential architecture. 

The framework is therefore laid out to help stakeholders 

designing a Digital Twin for their expense with the most 

beneficial information generation capabilities. The target of 

this paper is to support the conception process of Digital 

Twins for a product and satisfy specifically the stakeholders 

information request due to a new framework design. The 

question of a suitable approach for Digital Twin Design in 

order to improve information value by simultaneously 

decreasing expense is tried to be answered while also 

addressing the limitations of the framework. This lie 

especially in the limited generation of new, unpredicted 

information that may be gained due to correlation of sensor 

data. This is addressed in a subchapter in order to discuss 

the limitations of the framework approach. It should be 

stated, however, that this is a concept which still needs 

validation and testing. 

The paper consists of different subsections, describing the 

initial structure of the research work. In section II the 

current State of the Art of the Digital Twin-based research 

in terms of framework design is summarized. The section III 

describes the initial problem, followed by the used research 

methodology described in section IV. The main part 

consists of the framework design explained in section V and 

its use case application in section VI. The paper closes with 

a final conclusion in section VII. 
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II. STATE OF THE ART 

This section aims to provide a brief overview of some of 

the currently proposed frameworks for digital twins, 

highlighting relevant studies and works related to the 

present paper. Over the years, the digital twin concept has 

evolved from just being the virtual mirror of a physical asset 

[3] to include digital twin data and services for static as well 

as dynamic information flow between both entities [4][5]. 

Over the time various digital twin frameworks have been 

proposed as the digital twin concept has been extending to 

more scientific and industrial fields. 

Tao et al. [4] define a framework known as Digital Twin-

driven Product Design (DTPD), which focuses on creating 

the digital twin of a physical asset, then applying the 

acquired generated knowledge in the redesigning process of 

the asset. In essence, it is a design framework that 

transforms big data into useful information that are used in 

the following process to guide decisions during the different 

design phases of the asset. 

Zhang et al. [6] worked on a data- and knowledge-driven 

framework for the Digital Twin of a Manufacturing Cell 

(DMTC). The physical, digital, data, knowledge, and social 

spaces make up the five-dimensional space of this 

framework, which collectively promote the capacity of the 

digital twin for self-control functionalities as well as self-

assessing capabilities. Thereby, rendering the manufacturing 

cell autonomous while maintaining flexibility and lowering 

cost. 

D’Amico et al. [7] propose a conceptual framework for 

the evaluation of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of a 

product. The aim is to improve the availability of the 

product and minimize expenses throughout its life cycle by 

increasing the level of understanding of this asset. Thus, this 

framework focuses on an efficient exchange of information 

through its three main layers, which include the data 

architecture, modules, and connection of the modules to one 

another. 

Onaji et al. [8] provide a framework that supports some 

essential functionalities in digital twin applications such as 

tools and functionalities for prognosis and diagnosis of 

behavior, simulations of the related system, monitoring and 

controlling of the system as well as its optimization 

[6][9][10]. It is made up of six components that work 

together to enable the manufacturing sector to benefit from 

features like integration, interconnectivity, flexibility, 

analytics, and supported decision-making. 

A three-layered structure is conceived by Traoré [11] that 

combines the various perspectives on Digital Twins to 

clarify the concept that already has diverse understandings. 

This framework has a data layer, a capability layer, and a 

service layer, which provide a modular conceptual 

foundation that can aid in the adaptive or dynamic design of 

specific solutions. Practically, the framework was sampled 

to create the Digital Twin of an energy-efficient building 

and a smart manufacturing shop floor. 

A proposal of a structure which incorporates the basic 

functionalities, initial requirements and guiding definitions 

for standardized components of Digital Twin is proposed by 

Nwogu [12]. It is a requirement-driven, technology-agnostic 

structure that can be applied to different situations based on 

their unique requirements. Hence, creating a close 

relationship between the Digital Twin requirements and the 

components in the suggested framework.  

Zhao et al. [13] noticed issues with the usage of digital 

twins in the Construction industry, such as the misalignment 

of data integration and data standards, and a lack of 

information within each component. To tackle those 

obstacles, a conceptual framework is suggested to enable a 

broader application and implementation of digital twins for 

facility management throughout the Operation and 

Maintenance phase. Also, the framework takes into 

consideration stakeholders who are struggling with facility 

management decision-making processes. Moreover, the 

framework has six layers: preparation layer, data acquisition 

layer, data processing layer, data transmission and modeling 

layer, model logic layer with intelligence tools, and 

application presentation layer. 

The aforementioned brief literature review shows that 

multiple specific frameworks for various uses exist that 

integrate existing Digital Twin viewpoints in one way or 

another. Our research is distinctive in that it suggests a 

framework that facilitates the process of evaluating product 

conditions to improve sustainability with special 

consideration of the stakeholder requirements.  

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Stakeholders have in general a high interest in acquiring 

information regarding the product and its usage by the 

consumer. In the case of a Digital Twin this is usually the 

virtual counterpart of the physical product which, when 

combined to one another, creates a cyber-physical entity. 

The kind of information extracted from the Digital Twin and 

received by the stakeholders can therefore vary widely and 

is usually limited by the technological borders of the 

respective product like data acquisition methods, product 

features or transmission capabilities [31]. However, before 

the information can be transmitted and processed, the 

governing question regarding the kind of information the 

stakeholders want to receive out of their Digital Twin must 

be answered in order to achieve a model which not only 

satisfies the specific stakeholders’ needs but also is 

sustainable in terms of the selection and shortage of an 

unnecessary information overflow (redundancies). This 

leads to the two assumptions that can therefore be stated:  
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1. The selection of stakeholder information 

requirements is a highly important factor when 

designing Digital Twins  

2. The use of a “smart” digital twin framework design 

could prevent insufficient or over-dimensioned DT 

designs that lead to more resource wastage and 

consumption than necessary  

The later proposed framework takes the physical entity 

properties and its environment into account and ties them 

directly to the framework design considerations. The 

information generation is therefore highly guided by the 

stakeholders needs and can be separated based on the two 

governing principles of the utilizability of a specific type of 

information for the targeted Stakeholder group and the 

technical capabilities of the information generation system 

[32]. To highlight the needs of the stakeholders, the type of 

stakeholder connected to a specific product must be 

determined first. Based on the number of information 

interests in(1…m)(1…n) for each of the stakeholders 

(1….m), the result of the total number of relevant 

information factors can thereby be determined. This 

setup/configuration has a significant impact on the general 

sensing capabilities of the digital twin, as well as the overall 

structure of the framework [33]. The next section will 

describe the initial situation of a product with a diverse 

stakeholder composition. 

A. Initial Scenario: E-Bike Sharing Service 

In order to explain the procedure of designing a tailor-

made Digital Twin, a e-bike sharing ecosystem is selected 

as use case. E-bikes are on an all-time rise since the 

increased transition of urban traffic ecosystems towards 

more sustainable mobility services [22].  

In general, such ecosystems consist of a variety of 

different stakeholders [23][24]. Manufacturers, Clients, 

Service Providers and Product Maintainers as well as 

Recyclers and even Resellers can be viewed as examples of 

stakeholders that are part of the bike sharing ecosystem. In 

terms of the application of a digital twin of an e-bike, all of 

those stakeholders have specific information requests which 

they are interested in being fulfilled. On the one hand, these 

demands are not necessarily the same and are therefore of 

different value for each of the stakeholders. On the other 

hand, there are information demands, which are shared 

mutually by different shareholders and therefore have a 

higher value for all of them. Therefore, it is necessary to 

deal with the information requests of the stakeholders in 

order to find the highest information benefit at a given cost 

for the achievement of the former. Disregarding the 

stakeholder’s information request can lead to unsatisfying 

decisions concerning the product’s life because of a lack of 

information, that is not in the sense of a sustainable product 

usage and the Circular Economy in general. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

In order to acquire a sufficient knowledge base on 

different types of information requests served by Digital 

Twin technology and framework designs, the authors used 

research papers and articles which were acquired by 

searching for different keyword combinations in order to 

create search strings to find suitable research papers. The 

search was conducted using google scholar and science 

direct as main tools in order to find suitable references. For 

the acquiring process the reference search for Digital Twin 

related papers was conducted by the setup sections of the 

digital twin and their relevance for Circular Economy 

related topics. The proposed frameworks in the state of the 

art section were assessed based on the following five key 

features [28][29]:  

- Communication (between Digital Twin, physical 

entity and entity environment) 

- Data acquisition 

- Data processing  

- Application Services  

- Adjunct Adaption and reutilization 

Based on the above-named features, the referenced 

papers were selected as research foundation for the designed 

Digital Twin framework. The main setup of the proposed 

frameworks was analyzed and the above-mentioned key 

features were further concretized in order to specify the 

layer structure of the later proposed information 

requirement-driven Digital Twin Framework. 

Digital Twins have been used vastly within the last few 

years. However, most of the proposed Digital Twin Designs 

are centered around the product and the information that can 

be extracted by configuring data acquisition tools for the 

specific cause [30]. The goal of this paper is the design 

approach for a stakeholder requirement-driven framework 

which allows the configuration based on the final 

information that is desired by the stakeholders in order to 

use them in their field of application. The section therefore 

clarified the used research methodology and outlined the 

purpose of the work. The following section of the paper 

outlines the various requirements that stakeholders may 

have based on their branch and endeavors to establish a 

categorization of the required information. 

V. FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS  

The design of a framework for Digital Twins must 

necessarily address the needs of its stakeholders, that require 

the information which will be generated by it. Therefore, it 

is of uttermost importance to take the environment and its 

stakeholders into account when setting up the framework. 

The general environment of the Digital Twin is highly 

versatile and will change drastically depending on the 

product which is subject to the Twin. This is not only 

caused by the different products affecting the properties of a 

specific Twin but as well by the types of stakeholders and 

their specific information requests. Further, the 
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environmental influence is governed by the technical 

limitations of the sensing and acting devices, which results 

in a highly specific environmental composition for each 

product type. The idea of requirement-driven frameworks, 

however, is not totally new and has already been described 

by Nwogu et al. [34]. The basic difference between the 

approach presented by Nwogu et al. and the framework 

design stated here is the integration of the Stakeholder Layer 

necessary to form not only the requirements addressed to the 

required features but as well the requirements based on the 

basic information type. The Digital Twin Framework is as 

well not restricted merely to the data flow from the 

Framework to the adjunct sensing and acting systems but is 

receiving, as well a stream based on additional information 

and knowledge generated by preceding systems. However, 

the general foundation of the proposed framework is based 

on the one presented 2020 by Lu, C. et al. [35]. 

The proposed framework, shown in Figure 1 integrates a 

Product Stakeholder Layer (1), where the Stakeholders 

along with their information requests will directly contribute 

to the setup of the Digital Twin. The classification of the 

Stakeholders as well as their individual information request 

are thereby guiding the information generation boundaries 

of the resulting Digital Twin. Possible Stakeholders of 

physical products are for example the Designers, 

Manufacturers, Distributors, Maintenance Service 

Providers, Remanufacturers, Recyclers and of course the 

actual users of the product. The Stakeholders have different 

requests for information since they influence the product at 

different stages of its lifecycle [36]. The goal of the Layer is 

therefore the determination of the stakeholders’ information 

demands as well as the selection of those demands based on 

the governing cost of the information generation. This will 

result however in a catalogue of information demands, 

which are then used in the adjunct Design & Conception 

Layer to create the architecture of the Digital Twin. 

Due to the main driving requirement of information-

based framework design, the Design phase of the actual 

structure is integrated as a central part of the concept. This 

results in an initial Design Block (2) integrated into the 

framework. In the Design & Conception Layer the 

Stakeholder request are evaluated and sorted in order to 

select the proper design of the resulting Digital Twin. 

Therefore, the exact setup of the respective Twin is 

modelled in terms of the establishment of communication 

between the different subsystems (synchronization 

frequency, type of transmission), the usage of different tools 

to produce the required information and the implementation 

of the generated results and the thereby resulting control 

over the actuation systems [37]. The planned design is 

therefore affecting the subsequent systems of the framework 

to a large extend. After setting the governing features of the 

respective Digital Twin for a product, the in-depth planning 

of the subsequent systems is conducted. The first section 

which is thereby accounted is the Data Block (3) with the 

Data acquisition, Data processing and Data validation 

Layer. The type of data acquisition is naturally limited by 

the technical limitations of the information request type and 

the necessary data collection system which is used in this 

context. Data acquisition therefore covers all types of data 

transmission whether it might be collected via sensing 

devices or by other data sources like historical usage data, 

production and design data or data concerning the product’s 

usage after reaching the end of its lifecycle. The Data 

acquisition Layer is hereby the foundation of the Digital 

Twin and is therefore highly affecting the quality of the 

resulting information and knowledge. Data processing is 

equally important to the acquisition of the data since it adds 

the necessary properties to generate the desired information 

which allows the classification of the raw data. The 

processing is therefore a crucial task in order to use the data 

in the subsequent applications. The first step is hereby the 

data preparation, where the raw data is cleansed of flawed 

values and redundancies in order to use them in the process 

of information generation. The type of processing used is 

based as well on the initial information requirement and can 

as well differ drastically between its processing cycle and its 

amount of processed data in one iteration. The location of 

the processing step is also a governing factor for the Digital 

Twin, although the development of scalable far- and near-

edge technology are currently bridging the selection of the 

processing location and therefore enabling system 

scalability [38]. The next step is the validation of the data 

and its transmission to the adjunct Evaluation block. Data 

validation is the third column of the data concerned block 

and is the “reality check” of the generated information to 

prevent the transmission of illogical and false information. 

The validation is therefore the second iteration of the 

transmission check. The basic difference between the 

processing and validation layer is the “item” which is 

evaluated: whereas the processing layer evaluates and filters 

the raw data, the validation layer accounts the plausibility of 

the initial databased and generated information. As well as 

the adjunct processing layer, the other data and information 

transferred to the acquisition layer by the different systems 

are also evaluated [39]. The Service Block (4) is the 

subsequent unit after the data-concerned section. In this 

section, the previously created data and information are 

transmitted to the different service branches in order to 

generate follow-up information to answer the initial 

information requests. For example, the question for lifecycle 

estimation, future product life assessment, and construction 

optimization can be answered. The block is separated into 

three distinguished layers: Preassessment, Prognosis, and 

Evaluation. The preassessment layer is used for the 

preparation of the gathered information in order to use it in 

the subsequent application. This includes the refrainment of 

the validated information and the classification in order to 

use them for simulations, prognosis, or recommendation 

functionalities. The selection of the right setup is here as 

well highly dependent on the type of required information 

and, subsequently the digital service which is selected 
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afterward [40]. These services are implemented in the 

Service Layer. This layer is in contrast to the 

beforementioned layer more versatile since it can consist of 

a high variety of different tools, tailor-made for the specific 

use case, and therefore complex in its internal structure. The 

layer is the core section of the Digital Twin in terms of 

adjunct functionalities, and combines the features around 

the utilization of the generated information for the specific 

application [41]. Therefore, the layer is built in a modular 

approach which can integrate different types of simulation 

systems that can be separated based on their calculation 

methodology and the overall model, on which they are built. 

Examples here for are modular dynamic simulations and 

Monte-Carlo Simulations, which are used in a variety of 

different simulation applications [42]. This concept is 

already in use and is carried out for different types of 

products and systems. As an example, the usage of Object-

Oriented Modelling and Simulation (OOMS) can be seen as 

an approach to tackle highly complex simulation 

environments [43]. Further, the usage of prognosis tools is 

highly anticipated in order to assess the products behavior 

throughout its lifetime. As an example, this was already 

described in order to predict the behavior of bearing 

components used in the railcar industry. The conducted 

research clearly showed, how Artificial Intelligence (AI) is 

already in use in order to prognosticate the behavior and 

wear of components and can therefore be integrated and 

coupled to its adjunct layers [44]. The last layer of this 

block is the evaluation layer. This layer can as well be based 

on AI technology, but in contrast to the prediction layer, it is 

the third subsystem of the proposed framework and is used 

for validation of the two preceding layers of the block. The 

newly generated, and mostly artificially created information 

is therefore undergoing a last reality check in order to assess 

meaningfulness. This step is highly important regarding the 

overall acceptance of AI based systems and their capability 

of managing and deciding process steps.  

The last block implemented in the internal framework is 

 
Figure 1: Stakeholder Driven Digital Twin Framework Design (inspired by [35]) 
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the Distribution Block (5). This layer ensures the storage 

and communication with the adjunct entities outside the 

internal Digital Twin framework towards the environment. 

The Transfer layer is affected as well by the neighboring 

subsystems, especially in terms of the processing of the 

different types of data and information. Due to the different 

processing requirements of the product the overall 

complexity of the Transfer Layer can vary. This variety 

includes the usage of edge and cloud computing and the 

distribution of tasks to the different processing devices [38]. 

Further, the selection of a fitting transmission technic is as 

well part of the Layer.  

The two sections that complete the overall framework 

proposal are the Action and Adaption Blocks (6). These 

blocks are responsible of adjusting the Twins behavior via 

the actuators and managing the generated information in 

order to transform it into wisdom which is reused by the 

Stakeholders in the different application like design, 

manufacturing or maintenance [45]. The actuator block 

consists therefore of the actuator systems of the physical 

product and carries out the control tasks in order to optimize 

the product usage in case of automated subsystems. 

Therefore, a life-prolonging operation state of the product 

can be enabled and changes in the product’s environment 

can be tackled accordingly to prevent increased wear [46]. 

The Adaption concerned block consists of all methods that 

implement generated wisdom, lessons learned, and 

guidelines into the Stakeholders’ processes. The 

transformation of the transferred information is thereby as 

well highly dependent on the stakeholders’ need and is 

subject of the overall design process of the Digital Twin. 

However, the two beforementioned blocks are hybrids 

between the environment, the physical product, and the 

digital twin and are therefore located in the overall 

framework between the different subframes. In the 

following subchapter, the presented Framework and its 

Layers illustrated in Figure 1 are applied onto the initially 

mentioned use case. 

VI. USE CASE APPLICATION  

The application of the framework is utilized in the 

following section onto the initially described use case and is 

shown graphically in Figure 2 As described in the 

framework introduction, the first step is the determination of 

the information demands. Therefore, the participating 

stakeholders of the specific product environment have to be 

assessed at first. 

In order to reduce the complexity of the presented use case, 

the Stakeholders are summed up in groups based on their 

common information requirements [33][47, p. 4]: 

1) Designer & Manufacturer 

While the product designer and the product manufacturer 

don´t have to be necessarily the same Stakeholder, this is the 

case for a variety of different products. The information 

requirements for this Stakeholder group cycles around the 

possibility to increase the monetary value and the 

improvement of their product. This leads us to the general 

assumption, that the majority of the information a producer 

is interested in will be information on current usage 

lifecycles of a product as well as the overall condition of 

products throughout the same. Further, the Stakeholder 

might be interested in information regarding the saving of 

material by optimized design based on the information of 

the Digital Twin.  

2) Distributor and Maintenance 

The products’ distributor is the second Stakeholder group 

and is directly in contact with the user of the given product. 

While the distributor has a high interest in increasing its 

monetary outcome by selling the product, the overall 

information required regarding the actual product and its 

usage might not be as high when compared to the other 

stakeholder groups. This is mainly caused by the fact that 

the main interest lies in the actual distribution and sale of 

the product. This changes when the maintenance of the 

 
Figure 2: Framework applied to E-Bike 
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product is included as well in the assumption. The 

information requirement is therefore shifted to a lifecycle-

centered one with focus on duration and maintenance 

optimization information of the regarding Product. 

3) User & Sharing Service Provider  

The third basic stakeholder group is the user & the service 

provider. The user’s interaction with the product will greatly 

influences its overall condition and thus directly influences 

the product lifecycle. Nonetheless, the information interest 

of the digital twin is requested in terms of current usage 

behavior and information for lifecycle prolonging measures. 

Further the possible failure of different parts under the 

current usage profile is a highly valued information for the 

user of a given product. In the case of a ridesharing service, 

users are mainly focused on the reliability and availability of 

the product. These two factors will as well directly affect the 

sensing and transmission design of the hardware setup and 

therefore the Digital Twin itself. 

4) Repairer, Remanufacturer & Refurbisher 

The fourth basic stakeholder group consists of the 

stakeholders, that are involved in the handling of the e-bike 

after reaching its End-of-Life (EoL). However, the focus of 

this group is to enable the product to be used further in its 

original context. The focus is therefore reinstating the 

original functionality of the bike. The stakeholders have 

therefore a major information request regarding the current 

and future condition of the e-bikes and its parts as well as 

the potential time of disfunction in order to assess the 

requirements for reinstating the functional state. For the 

Digital Twin, this requires a high accuracy of the prognosis 

service as well as the EoL recommendation in order to 

satisfy the information requirements.  

5) Recycler 

The last stakeholder group deals with the inevitable fate 

of a product, when it is damaged beyond any form of repair. 

Recyclers are therefore mostly interested in information 

regarding the product type and its potential hazards in order 

to plan the dismantling and recycling process as well as the 

quantity of valuable resources which were used in the 

products manufacturing process. The recycler requires the 

information when the product reaches its EoL and the 

reinstating of its functionality is not desirable.  

Generally speaking, the most desirable information for the 

different stakeholders can therefore be summarized as all 

information concerning the product life, usage and 

optimization. These information types are subsets of a lot of 

information labels and can therefore be seen as supergroups 

for the subsequent information [48].  

     For the product of the mentioned use case this concerns 

especially the monitoring of the motor, the accumulator and 

the frame of the bike, since these are the most expensive 

parts of an e-bike. Therefore, the sensor array should be 

designed to acquire condition information about the bike 

based on usage behavior and environmental influences [49]. 

The sensor array should on the one hand monitor the 

condition of the parts and on the other hand it must monitor 

the user behavior and environmental impact on the 

components. In order to deliver the data required to answer 

the questions above, the sensor array could consist of 

temperature, humidity, and photosensitive sensors for the 

evaluation of the environmental conditions and of strain 

gauge, triaxial sensors, and data from the Battery 

Management System (BMS) for the monitoring of the 

components [50]. 

     In case of the E-Bike, the location of the Digital Twin 

and the transmission frequency will influence the overall 

setup greatly. As mentioned before, the Stakeholders may 

have different requirements based on the frequency of the 

transmissions and must find an agreement. For example, for 

the E-Bike, the highest frequency need would be the 

advisable way to plan the data transmission installations. 

For the previously described use case of Bike Sharing, the 

transmission could be established, for example either by the 

user’s mobile device via mobile communication or while 

loading the E-Bikes at the different sharing points via 

wireless LAN.  

     The service concerned applications can differ as well 

widely based on the composition of the Stakeholders. 

Possible service applications for the E-bike could be for 

example DT data-based Finite Element Method (FEM) 

simulations to determine component wear over time or the 

prognose of accumulator loading capacity decreasement 

over time due to the usage behavior (Loading cycles, 

loading environments etc.) [51]. These applications can 

deliver information desirable for the different Stakeholders 

and can thereby enable subsequent services like predictive 

maintenance or future-life-planning of the components.  

The transmission technology onto the Adaption and 

Action concerned block will usually in the case of E-Bikes 

be the same as the one that connects the Data and Service 

concerned block to one another (since the E-Bike will most 

properly not be outfitted with a processing device powerful 

enough to carry the simulations out on spot). Therefore, the 

information will be transmitted once again via the Transfer 

Layer to the above-mentioned Layers. The Actuator Layer is 

in case of the E-Bikes restricted to the optimization of the 

running conditions of the electrical motor and the battery 

system, since these two components are the only devices 

outfitted with controlling and managing subsystems. The 

Adaption concerned Layer integrates, as described in the 

corresponding section in the previous chapter, the 

information into knowledge or lessons learned. In case of 

the use case, the Layer could provide specific 

recommendations on how to optimize the components in 

order to increase their durability and overall lifetime as well 

as create patterns in order to enhance the stakeholder’s 

services like the maintenance operations carried out by the 

provider or the business model adjustments regarding the 

distribution of the rented E-Bikes after reaching their 

technical obsolescence [51]. 
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B. Tailor Made vs Research Driven DT-Design  

The presented design is faced to provide a framework 

solution under two major premises: the first one is the DT-

design for Digital Twins which are used in applications 

were a scarcity of resources is expected and therefore 

careful design approaches are mandatory. The second one is 

the extensive domain knowledge of the stakeholders 

regarding the overall Digital Twin Design. This includes as 

well the requirement of a well-researched domain, where 

there are nearly no unknown factors which could affect the 

physical entity in its usual environmental behavior. 

However, it should be noticed that the framework is 

therefore not suitable for use cases which are still not well 

researched and where domain knowledge is limited. The 

framework can be deployed in digital twin applications like 

the above-mentioned E-Bike, where the physical counterpart 

and its usual environmental influence have already been 

researched widely. In other applications however a different 

Digital Twin design approach, which is targeted more 

clearly to increase the overall data acquisition by measuring 

a lot of different parameters with a broad sensor array might 

be the better solution. The described tailor-made framework 

has on the other hand the benefit of decreasing resource 

input by pre-selecting the measuring capabilities. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The main motivation of this research is to provide a 

framework usable to design tailor-made Digital Twin 

systems based on the initial requirement of the stakeholders. 

The proposed framework was set in context with a described 

use case regarding the lifecycle management of an E-Bike. 

The application of the initially described use case showed 

clearly, on one hand, the necessity of requirements- driven 

Digital Twin Frameworks in order to fulfill the needs of the 

Stakeholders as well as the functionality of an architecture 

setup for Digital Twins based on the proposed design 

pattern. The governing factor of the information 

requirement proved to be essential for designing fitting and 

energy optimized Digital Twins. The integration of the 

design of the Digital Twin as central part of the Framework 

design allows the initial collection of information requests 

and allows simultaneously the retrofitting of already in use 

architectures for the own purpose by reconsidering the 

previously made selections in the design phase. However, 

the selection of the required information by the Stakeholders 

in order to assess the final architecture of the physical 

entities’ corresponding Digital Twin is still up for debate. 

The information selection phase therefore requires its own 

set of rules and algorithms in order to grant a fair and even 

distribution of information interest among the different 

Stakeholders. In general, the hereby proposed framework 

concept can be seen as a first step in order to conduct 

research in the area of stakeholder information requirement 

driven DT design. Using requirement driven frameworks 

could therefore not only pave the way for an enhancement 

of current lifecycle assessments but can as well optimize 

Digital Twins in general in terms of energy consumption, 

sensor implementation, and data and information 

redundancy based on the approach of tailor-made 

architecture designs for different products. However, it 

should be stated, that the concept still needs testing and 

validation in order to confirm its general expressiveness. 
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